Jetty monitoring and
management systems
Ensuring complete oversight of safe and
efficient mooring operations.
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BerthManager™
Jetty monitoring and management system.

Strainstall’s jetty monitoring and management system provides
complete oversight of mooring operations, enhancing safety and
operational efficiency to deliver commercial benefits to asset
owners.
During the critical vessel approach phase you need complete information; speed of approach, distance to jetty and environmental
parameters. BerthManager™ provides key information during this critical phase of vessel approach, as well as mooring
management as an intelligent monitoring system.

Benefits of the BerthManager™
jetty management system:

Features of the BerthManager™
jetty management system:

•

Significantly increases safety

•

•

Improves docking and mooring efficiency

•

Easily retrofitted

•	
Provides a mimic of the vessel and berth during vessel
approach

•

Can be specifically designed to suit your specific
requirements

•

Enhances ship to shore communications

Incorporating the innovative DockAlert™ docking system, MoorAlert™ mooring load monitoring along with environmental and
metocean monitoring packages, BerthManager™ combines the latest technology into an integrated jetty management system to
provide a user-friendly interface for operators.
Advanced information and data logging capabilities give real-time analysis of load, drift-off and environmental conditions to ensure
jetty safety, whatever the stresses and weather conditions.

•

User friendly displays

P
 rovides a mimic of the berth once moored to show mooring
line tensions

•	
Provides information on the environmental/oceanographic
factors impacting on the vessel
•

Integrates into existing facility management networks

•

Controls remote release of quick release hooks

•

Incorporates an alarm facility and data recording

•

Historic and trend display facilities

In addition, BerthManager™ provides outputs in a number of formats and protocols to enable easy and seamless interfacing.
This allows the jetty management system to integrate into facility management networks, ESD and ship to shore communication
systems.

Martin Putman, Port Manager of Portsmouth International Port, explains why they chose Strainstall’s solution:

“The Strainstall system will really modernise our operations, an
investment that helps to further protect the safety of our workforce.”

BerthManager™ graphical display

BerthManager™ configuration
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DockAlert™
Vessel approach monitoring.

Strainstall’s DockAlert™ system protects vessel and jetty
infrastructure by measuring the distance and calculating the
vessel approach speed to ensure that it remains within allowable
limits for safe operations.

Vessel approach monitoring

DockAlert™ allows pilots and vessel masters to monitor vessel approach and take corrective action to prevent any incidents
should the vessel speed or approach angle move outside the allowable limits. Once the vessel is safely moored, the docking
system will also monitor any drift-off of the vessel and provide warning to operators.
The docking system uses eye-safe laser units installed on either side of the jetty head to measure the distance of the bow and
stern relative to the jetty, while also providing speed and angle of the vessel to the berth.
The data from these lasers is fed to a central control system, where it can be displayed in the jetty control room and relayed to
either hand-held pagers/PDAs and/or to a large digit display mounted on the jetty providing the pilot and vessel master with
critical information.
DockAlert™ docking system benefits:

DockAlert™ docking system features:

•	
Protects vessels and jetty infrastructure by
facilitating a safe berth

•

Real-time display of vessel approach speed and distance

•

Reliable, low maintenance design

•

Operation is unaffected by weather conditions

•

High accuracy, increasing during the critical approach phase

•

Simple above surface installation

•	
Enables larger vessels to dock without
undertaking expensive infrastructure modifications
•

Improves vessel turnaround times

•

Improves safety

•	
Provides alarms in the event the vessel moves outside
selectable parameters
•

Event logging to provide historical data

Mounted above the
waterline, DockAlert™
requires little maintenance and
can be easily calibrated.
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MoorAlert™
Mooring load monitoring.

Strainstall’s mooring load monitoring system, MoorAlert™, enables
safe and efficient mooring of a vessel to its berth and ensures
continued security.
MoorAlert™ provides an accurate indication of mooring loads in multi-line mooring configurations and provides data that will
protect the performance of the line.
These loads are measured and monitored in real-time by strain gauged load measuring pins installed in quick release hooks,
enabling each mooring line to be pre-tensioned to acceptable values of load. In addition, the quick release hooks have an
integrated load cell calibration facility that eliminates the need for separate and costly testing of the system.
MoorAlert™ mooring load monitoring benefits:

MoorAlert™ mooring load monitoring features:

•

Maintains safe and efficient mooring line tension

•

Ensures safety of personnel whilst vessel is moored

•	
Real-time monitoring of tensions in the mooring lines during
unloading/loading

•

Protects jetty equipment and infrastructure

•	
Indication of the position of the quick release hook (open or
closed)
•	
Alarms in the event of parameters being outside of operator
settable limits
•

Remote release of quick release hooks

•

Emergency release of quick release hooks

Strainstall can also provide simple, portable systems for vessel
owners who wish to monitor mooring line loads but are docking
at terminals without an integrated mooring load monitoring facility,
typically comprising of wireless load shackles and a display.

World leading mooring monitoring solutions
A world leader in mooring monitoring solutions for the hazardous offshore environment, Strainstall’s MoorAlertTM solution can be
configured for customers’ specific applications, from portable systems, integration into quick release mooring hooks, to bespoke
offshore mooring load monitoring solutions.

MoorAlertTM - case study
Strainstall provided specialised mooring monitoring for pioneering floating offshore wind farm project, Hywind.
The integrated offshore mooring solution will monitor stresses placed on the offshore floating wind turbines that could affect
the performance of the structures and the mooring lines. The system will measure mooring tension, which is crucial to the
safe ongoing operation of the site.
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Quick release mooring hooks
Safe mooring line release.

Strainstall’s quick release mooring hooks provide safe mooring
line release, offering reliable operation within the harshest of
marine environments.
Our quick release mooring hooks help to ensure safe operations as well as asset protection in the event of any incident.
Designed to provide ease of installation and maintenance as well as being able to incorporate mooring load monitoring, they
can be either free standing or buoy mounted and are supplied as standard or with pelican hooks. Optionally, electric, hydraulic
or pneumatic remote release systems are available, with an integrated capstan to assist heaving in the mooring lines from the
vessel.
The complete range of quick release mooring hooks has been designed to withstand the harshest of marine environments and
features simple release in both manual and remote release units.
Standard hooks are available in single, double, triple, quadruple, double back-to-back and quadruple back-to-back. Safe
working loads vary from 30 tonnes to 200 tonnes, with proof loads of 1.5 times the safe working load.
Benefits of quick release mooring hooks:
•

Protects personnel and infrastructure

•

Provides safe mooring line release

•

Designed to withstand harsh marine environments

•

Simple remote or manual release options

•

Wide range of movement (horizontal and vertical)

•

Easy to install and maintain

•

Can incorporate mooring load monitoring

•

Recommended by OCIMF and SIGTTO

Safe and secure mooring operations
Strainstall’s quick release mooring hooks provide safe mooring line release, offering reliable operation within the harshest of
marine environments.

Quick release mooring hooks - case study
Strainstall supplied advanced mooring solution at Pengerang.
Strainstall was awarded a major contract to install its advanced mooring solution at the Pengerang Independent Deepwater
Petroleum Terminal (PIDPT) in Malaysia.
Safe docking and mooring operations are critical to the ongoing safety and productivity of PIDPT and Strainstall’s quick
release hooks and DockAlert™ system will provide total assurance during terminal activities, helping to ensure safe and
secure mooring and berthing operations.
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Total jetty monitoring management
A fully integrated solution.
Strainstall’s jetty management technology is the world leader in
terms of flexibility and functionality in use. The integrated jetty
management system provides complete docking, mooring and
environmental data.

Jetty monitoring system configuration
Designed to assist the mooring master during a vessel’s approach and
mooring at the jetty.
The system can be configured as a basic array or designed
as a complete solution for a new facility.
Strainstall is also able to retrofit or upgrade
existing systems, to provide unique
solutions wherever the critical
functions of jetty monitoring
and management
are required.

Advanced information and data logging capability provides real-time analysis of load, drift-off and environmental conditions
to ensure safe and accurate vessel approach and optimum mooring line performance, whatever the stresses and weather
conditions.
Benefits:
•

Major contribution to port and environment safety

•

Improved mooring efficiency and commercial benefit

System configuration

•	
Can be designed in during construction, or retrofitted as part of any jetty upgrade
•

Enhanced ship/shore status communications

Non hazardous area

Hazardous area

Jetty systems servicing
Strainstall provides a full jetty system servicing package to help maximise the performance and safety of ports and terminals.
MooringHooks

Our tailored maintenance programmes minimise the need for repair work by isolating potential issues before they develop and help
to safely extend the life of your jetty assets and infrastructure.

GPS sensor

Supporting everything from lubrication to full service and inspection we will also advise on any design upgrades which can be
integrated during servicing allowing for continual operation and enabling ports to stay ahead of any legislative changes.
Strainstall’s jetty system maintenance package includes:
•

Onsite inspections

•

System upgrades

•

Scheduled servicing

•

Spare parts

•

Training

•

Technical expertise

Laser or GPS sensors

Integrated control room display
Portable tablet
MetOcean sensors

Large digit display

•
•

Control room display
Ship-shore fibre optic
communication

Control room

• Laser approach sensors
•	
Jetty repeaters; tablet PCs, PDAs
and pagers
• Drift-off monitor sensors

Jetty

PDA

• PC on-board repeater
• Ship-shore fibre optic communications
•	
Environmental conditions monitor
sensors

Vessel
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